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A LOWER BOUND FOR THE FUNDAMENTAL FREQUENCY

OF A CONVEX REGION

M. H. PROTTER1

Abstract. A lower bound for the first eigenvalue of the Laplace operator is

obtained in terms of the radius of the largest ball which can be inscribed in a

convex region in R", n > 2.

1. Introduction. Recent progress on lower bounds for X,, the first eigenvalue of

the Laplacian in a region G subject to homogeneous Dirichlet boundary condi-

tions, has shown that X, cannot be arbitrarily small unless the region contains a

ball of sufficiently large radius. The first such result for regions in R" was obtained

by Hayman [1] and improvements for regions in R2 were given by Osserman [3]

and for regions in R" by Taylor [7]. A lower bound of the same type for convex

regions in R 2 was found some time ago by Hersch [2] who used a technique which

he and the author [6] developed simultaneously.

Hersch showed that for a convex region Gin R2

X, > TT2/4p2, (1.1)

where p is the radius of the largest disk contained in G. By means of a lemma of

Gale the technique of Hersch extends to regions in R", n > 3, with the same

inequality (1.1) holding for all values of n. Payne and Stakgold [5] established a

lower bound for X, for regions G which are not necessarily convex. Their inequality

is in terms of p and the curvature of the boundary of G. For convex domains in R"

the result of Payne and Stakgold reduces to (1.1).

In this paper we improve inequality (1.1) by showing that for bounded convex

regions G in R", n > 2, the inequality

it2 ( 1       n — 1 \ ,. „.

holds where d is the supremum of the distance between any two points of G.

Inequality (1.1) is best possible in the sense that equality is achieved for an infinite

strip of width 2p. As the diameter of G tends to infinity, inequality (1.2) yields the

same result, but it is not known if (1.2) is best possible for bounded domains.

In §2, inequality (1.2) is established for n = 2 by a refinement of the techniques

developed in [2], [6]. In §3 Hersch's result for R2 is shown to be valid in R", n > 3.

This already improves the corresponding result obtained by Osserman [4] and
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matches the result of Payne and Stakgold. In addition, we sketch the method which

establishes the stronger result (1.2) for R", n > 2.

2. Convex regions in R2. Let D be a convex region in R2. We denote by p the

radius of the largest circle which can be inscribed in D and by d the diameter of D,

i.e., the supremum of the distance between any two points of D. We consider the

eigenvalue problem

Am + X« = 0   in D,       u = 0   on 9£>. (2.1)

Theorem 1. Let X, be the first eigenvalue of (2.1). Then

Proof. We consider three cases.

Case 1. The domain D is contained in a strip of width 2p. In this case, D is

contained in a rectangle of width 2p and length not exceeding d. By the inclusion

principle it follows that X, > ir2/4p2 + ir2/d2 which is stronger than (2.2).

If D does not lie in a strip of width 2p, then the disk K of radius p contained in D

must have at least three points of contact with dD. It is not difficult to see that the

set dK n 9/) cannot be contained in a semicircular arc of K. Denote by T the

triangle which contains D and whose sides touch dK n 9X> at three or more points.

Then the first eigenvalue for the problem

Am + Xu = 0   in T,       u = 0   on dT (2.3)

is a lower bound for X,. We shall use the method of "effectless cutting" described

by Hersch [2] to obtain a lower bound for the first eigenvalue of problem (2.3).

Case 2. The triangle T has all acute angles. Let Ax, A2, A3 be the vertices of T

and choose coordinate axes so that AXA2 is situated along the x axis. Through the

center C of the disk K construct three Une segments parallel to the sides of T. Let

CBX, CB2, CB3 denote these segments where Bx, B2, B3 lie on AXA3, AXA2, and

A2A3, respectively. The triangular T is divided into three quadrilaterals Qx, Q2, Q3

with vertices AXBXCB2, A2B2CB3, A3B3CBX, respectively. We consider the first

eigenvalue for the problem

Am + X« = 0   in Qx,

m = 0   on AXBX u AXB2,

du/dn = 0   on T^C u ~CB~2 ■ (2-4)

The first eigenvalue for problem (2.4) together with the analogous problems for the

quadrilaterals Q2 and Q3 yield three first eigenvalues, the minimum of which is a

lower bound for T and hence for D. We now show that (2.2) is a lower bound for

(2.4).
Let p(x,y), q(x,y) be bounded C1 functions defined in Qx. It is known [2], [6]

that a lower bound for XX(QX) is given by

X, >      inf     [px + qy - p2 - q2] (2.5)
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provided that

pay - qdx <0    on ÏÇCU CBX . (2.6)

Since dy = 0 and <£c < 0 on CBX, condition (2.6) states that q < 0 on CBX. Also,

we observe that on the directed segment B2C we have dy > 0, dx < 0. Hence (2.6)

holds if p < 0, q < 0 on B2C. Suppose first that length (AxBi) < d. Then for

sufficiently small e we set

IT IT   /       X \ TT It   I      y \ ,_x
p = -2dcot2d{T^-s + e>     e! = -YpcotYp{TTl + E)-    (2J>

Then (2.6) is satisfied and substitution of (2.7) into (2.5) yields the lower bound

(2.2) as «-»O. If length (AXB2) > d, the quadrilateral Qx may be replaced by a

smaller polygon which yields the same bound (2.2). To see this, we consider two

vertical Unes which are lines of support for D and are distance at most d from each

other. The portion of these lines which intersect Qx, denoted /, and l2, together with

the portion of Qx between these Unes form a polygon. The boundary condition

m = 0 is imposed on /, u l2 and the previous boundary conditions are imposed on

the remaining sides of this truncated region. It is clear that the functions (2.7)

satisfy the appropriate conditions and yield the same bound (2.2).

Case 3. The triangle T has one angle, say A3, larger than it/2. Since the trapezoid

Q3 does not have two acute base angles, the argument in Case 2 is not apphcable.

However, a lower bound for T can be obtained by dividing T into two parts by a

line segment EFparallel to AXA2 and at a distance t, from it. Then the method of

effectless cutting is applied to the triangle EFA3 and the trapezoid AXA2FE. The

first eigenvalue problem for the trapezoid with Dirichlet data on

EA, u AxA2\j A2F and with Neumann data on EF has the lower bound

W2(1/4t2 + l/d2). (2.8)

A lower bound for the first eigenvalue problem for the triangle EFA3 with Dirichlet

data on FA3 u A3E and with Neumann data on EF is

tt2(1/4t2 + I/o-2) (2.9)

where o is the length of EF and t2 is the length of the perpendicular from A to EF.

Now it is not difficult to show that t, and t2 can be chosen so that (2.8) and (2.9)

are larger than (2.2). We give the details for the case where AXA3 = A2A3, the

general case being similar. Let the angle A3 be denoted by 29, in which case we

find that t, + t2 = p(l + csc 9). The requirement that (2.8) and (2.9) exceed (2.2)

is

H
4(1 + sin 9)2 - 3 cos2 9

4(1 + sin 9)2

1       sin20
>

.2 „2

4(1 + sin 9)2 + cos2 9

4(1 + sin 9)2

We choose t, = ap(l + csc 9), t2 = ßp(l + csc 9) with a(9), ß(9) positive and

a + ß > 1. It may be verified that for it/4 < 9 < tt/2, the inequality

2 2 sin 9

[4(1 + sin 9)2 + cos2 9\'2      [4(1 + sin 9)2 - 3 cos2 9]
> 1
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holds. Hence a(9), ß(9) with the desired properties can be found.

3. Convex regions in R". The method employed in §2 can be extended to yield a

lower bound for the first eigenvalue for bounded convex regions in Rn, n > 3. The

result of Hersch in R2 has a straightforward generalization if use is made of the

following lemma of David Gale.2

Lemma. Let G be a bounded convex region in R" and suppose p is the radius of the

largest ball B which lies in G. Then for some integer k, with 2 < k < n + 1, there is a

polyhedral domain H consisting of the intersection of k half-spaces which contains G

and is such that H contains no ball of radius larger than p.

To extend Hersch's method, we first consider the problem of finding a lower

bound for the first eigenvalue of the Laplacian for a class of pyramidal domains

subject to mixed boundary conditions. Let A be an (n — l)-dimensional convex

polyhedron lying in a hyperplane H0. Suppose P & H0 is such that the perpendicu-

lar from P to H0 intersects A. We denote by R the pyramid in R" formed as

foUows: construct the line segments from P to the vertices of A. Then R is the

convex hull of A and the Une segments so constructed. We observe that A and

therefore R may be unbounded.

We consider the eigenvalue problem

Am + Xu = 0   inR,

m = 0   on A,

9m/9/i = 0   ondR-A. (3.1)

The method described in [2], [6] is appücable for obtaining a lower bound for the

first eigenvalue of problem (3.1). Let xx be the coordinate direction perpendicular

to A with H0 the hyperplane x, = 0. We denote by p the distance from P to A. If

p(xx) is an appropriate trial function then a lower bound for problem (3.1) is given

by

Xx>Px¡-p2. (3.2)

Since the exterior normal at each point of the boundary dR — A makes an acute

angle with the xx -direction, the choice

/      \ TI TT
p(x,) = -^cot-x,

yields the lower bound X, > ir2/4p2.

Let G be an arbitrary bounded convex set in R" and suppose that the baU B with

center at P and radius p is the largest which can be inscribed in G. According to

the above lemma there is a polyhedral domain H which has the same ball B as its

maximum inscribed ball. Now we employ the method of effectless cutting. We

construct the pyramidal domains Rx, R2,. . . , Rk using in each case P as the vertex

and successively the (n — l)-dimensional faces of H. Then a lower bound for the

first eigenvalue for G is given by finding the minimum of the first eigenvalues of

RX,R2, ■ ■ ■ , Rk corresponding to problem (3.1). However, each of these problems

2Private communication.
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yields a lower bound X, > ir2/4p2. We observe that this result is an improvement of

the value l/4p2 obtained by Osserman [4] and the same as that of Payne and

Stakgold [5].

By extending the methods described in §2, it is possible to obtain a higher lower

bound in terms of p, the radius of the largest inscribed baU, and d, the diameter of

G.

Theorem 2. Let G be a bounded convex set in R". Then the first eigenvalue X, for

the problem

Am + Xm = 0   in G,       u = 0   on dG (3.3)

has the lower bound

m2 I 1       n — 1 \ ,„ „,.

*>>-*(■? + —} (34)

Proof. According to the lemma of Gale, there is a polyhedral domain H which

has the ball B of radius p as its largest inscribed ball. We again use the method of

effectless cutting, and we describe the situation for « = 3, the case of higher

dimensions being similar. Denote the center of the baU B by P and suppose first

that H is a tetrahedron. Through P we pass planes parallel to the faces of H. These

planes together with the faces of H decompose H into four polyhedra £?,, . . . , Q4.

Each polyhedron Q¡ contains one vertex of H and has six faces. Three of the six

will be portions of dH and the other three will be portions of the interior planes

passing through P. We denote by Sy, Tij,i= 1, . . ., 4,j = 1, 2, 3, the portions of

the faces of Q¡ belonging to dH and to the interior surfaces, respectively. We

consider the problems

Am + X« = 0   in Q¡,

m = 0   on  U   Sy,
j

du/dn = 0   on  U   T0, (3.5)
J

and we obtain lower bounds for each of these problems. One of the surfaces Sy wiU

be parallel to and at distance p from the corresponding surface Ty. The remaining

pairs of surfaces will be at most at distance d apart. Hence problem (3.5) has the

lower bound (3.4).

If the polyhedron H is unbounded in some direction, then the inclusion principle

provides the estimate ir2/4d2 in this direction and the argument in the remaining

directions is unchanged. If in any direction the projection of the polyhedral angle

in that direction exceeds tt/2, the argument in the two-dimensional case described

in §2 may be applied.
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